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Project Abstract 

Modern head-mounted eye trackers are 
exceptionally well suited for resolving a point-of-
regard, namely where the subject is looking in a 
scene. In a surgical context, they have been widely 
employed to understand surgical behavior during 
an operation, as well as to provide an objective 
measurement of surgical skill [5]. We wish to 
employ eye-tracking in combination with marker 
based and/or deep learning-based methods to 
develop a robust algorithm for evaluating the 
effectiveness of an augmented reality system for 
minimally invasive surgeries [6]. 

Background and Motivation 

As part of the ATLAS clinical trials [6] an augmented 
reality (AR) system consisting of a dual monitor 
setup is being evaluated as a potentially 
enhancement to minimally invasive procedures. 
Monitor A and monitor B display the raw 
laparoscopic feed during an operation, as well as an 
augmentation displaying critical anatomical risk 
structures, respectively. The boundary of each 
monitor is actively tracked with visual AprilTag [1] 
markers. During the surgery, data consisting of the 
surgeon’s eye gaze, IMU acceleration, as well as the 
first-person view video stream is recorded using a 
head-mounted eye tracker [2]. 

The goal of the project is to understand the 
surgeon’s area of focus during different phases of 
the surgery, including but not limited to his 
utilization of AR system. This objective analysis can 
help understand the effectiveness of the 
augmentation, and help identify potential points of 
improvement. 

Similar to another eye-gaze study [3], the basic 
implementation of identifying which monitor the 
surgeon is looking at has been prototyped using 
actively tracked markers. However, marker tracking 
is not stable always stable, due to adverse effects 
such as motion blur, varying distance from the 
monitors, and variable lighting conditions.  

In addition to active tracking using fiduciary 
markers, a deep learning-based approach which 
enables instance level segmentation on a pixel 
level, has been implemented with some initial 
promise. However, due to the complexity of the 
scene in the operating room, false classification can 
happen and it initially does not distinguish between 
two different monitors.  

Student’s Tasks Description 

The student should investigate the two existing 
marker and marker-less approaches to gauge their 
effectiveness, and potential drawbacks. 
Subsequently, they should work with the 
supervisors to develop a robust monitor tracking 
algorithm to correctly identify whether the surgeon 
is looking at the AR monitor or regular monitor. 

The student should also do preliminary analysis 
about the surgeon’s preference for the raw 
laparoscopic view, or the AR system. 
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Technical Prerequisites 

The student should be familiar with Python and 
OpenCV.  

Basic knowledge of computer vision and deep 
learning is required. 

Basic knowledge of marker tracking, and object 
tracking is not necessary but preferable. 
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